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1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper continues investigations started in [2] where we were concerned 
with three major problems in the study of algebras of linear forms: 

(A) Which algebras of R-linear forms are finitely generated? 
(B) Which algebras are generated by forms with a restricted number of 

variables? 
(C) Can one provide a decision method for the algebra generated by a given set 

of R-linear forms? 

In the above, it is understood that R is a commutative ring with 1. An R- 
linear form is an expression Cy=o AiXi, where n ~0, AieR, An algebra d of R- 
linear forms is a set of such forms closed under substitutions: if f(xe, . ..,xk) = 
= Ci PiXi and gi(Xe . . . . x,) = Cj AjXj are forms in d then h(x, . .., x,,) = 
=f(&l(xo9 * - -9 x,x * ‘-9 gdxg, . . ., x,)) = Cj (C i Uilj)Xj is a form in & A form C 1iXi 
is affine whenever C Ai = 1. 

1.1. In [2] we discussed the relationships between algebras of linear forms 
and algebras of affine forms. In [3] we were concerned with applications of the 
results in [2] with respect to the various theories of (general) convexity. 

l This paper contains the results of the investigations of the author during his stay at the Mathe- 
matics Dept. of the University of Utrecht, the Netherlands. 
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The first goal of this paper is to solve the problems A *, B* and C* for a 
certain class of rings, denoted by x (Here, problems A *, B * and C* are just the 
problems A, B and C with “linear” replaced by “affine”.) 

1.2. Class 9’ includes (see 2.2) 
(a) all rings of finite characteristic 
(b) the ring of integers 
Also problems A *, B * and C * are solved if 
(c) R has characteristic 0 and the algebra contains a form C AiXi where some ,li 

is a negative rational number 

The solution consists of a detailed description of the algebras involved and 
uses two ideals which can be associated to the algebra (see 2.8). 

A remarkable consequence of the results is that, for class 3u, all algebras are 
generated by their forms of three variables llxl + J,,x, + 13x3 (C Ai = 1). 

In case R = Z it can even be shown that any algebra of affine forms is gener- 
ated by one form, 

The results can be found in section 2, This section also includes a repre- 
sentation theorem for algebras of R-affine forms (R E Y), due to A. Szendrei. 
This theorem, together with the results previoudy mentioned provides com- 
pletely satisfactory answers to questions A *, B * and C*, restricted to class Z 

1.3. The second goal of the underlying paper is to give a decision method 
for algebras of affine forms in cases where the above solutions do not apply. 

In section 3 we present a decision procedure for the algebra d(X) generated 
by the convex weight function Xx0 + (1 - X)x,. Since any algebra d containing 
a form Lx,-, + (1 - n)x, includes the algebra &(A) (a homomorphic copy of -Es(X)) 
such a procedure is quite welcome, Although the procedure is algebraically 
of nature (it consists of an investigation of the roots of the coefficients 
Pi(X)E k[X] of the form pO(X)xO+ . . . +p,(X)x,, using Sturm’s theorem) it 
could only be shown sofar using analytic methods. 

Thanks is due to Prof. dr. J. J. Duistermaat who suggested me simplifications 
of earlier versions of lemma 3.7 and theorem 3.12. 

2. SIMPLICES SERIES ON IDEMPOTENT INTERVALS 

2.1. The study of algebras of affine forms is concerned with the coefficients 
Ai of the form C lixi rather than with the form itself. For an algebra d the 
associated simplices series A”, A’, A2, . . . is defined by: 

& -*a, IZ,)EA~ iff &x,+...+&x,,E&. 

In section 2 of [2] we started investigations on simplices series. The l-simplex 
A1 of a simplices series consists of tuples (A, 1 -A), where I E WA CR. The set 
WA is called the ussociufed interval of do, A’, AZ, . . . . As is shown in [2], the set 
&WA) = WA n - WA is an ideal of h(aA), the subring of R generated by WA. 
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Now, the main theorem on intervals, the proof of which can be found in 4.6 
of [2] states that 

2.2. for any interval CI.I in any ring R we have 

iE(i-Aj((d - Ccu)CI(m),foranyAEw. 

Here, C w = {A0 + . ..+A.peO, Apw}. 
As one notices, if 1 E 1 cun - C IU, the interval involved consists of idem- 

potents modulo the corresponding ideal. Intervals satisfying 

AEo-+i12=A mod I(w) 

shall be called idempotent intervals. 
Now class X (see 1.2) consists of those rings in which any interval is an idem- 

potent interval. A. Szendrei has shown in [5] that X is not an elementary class, 
but a so called local variety. 

Using 2.2 it is easily verified that X includes H and the rings of finite charac- 
teristic (since 1 E o, for any inter.val CO, and ;1 E w+ 1 - A E w for any n E CO). 

It turns out that simplices series with idempotent associated interval are 
satisfactory describable, as will be shown in the next theorem. In the sequal, we 
frequently use techniques developed in [Z]. 

2.3. For an (affine) simplices series d”,d ‘,d2, .., the set 

~,=h=Rl(l,~, --P)E~~) 

is easily shown to constitute an ideal of Z(o,). It will be called the associated 
ideal. 

2.4. LEMMA: Let d”,d*,d2, . . . be an (affine) simplices series, od the asso- 
ciated interval and I(wJ the corresponding ideal. Then 

21(Q) cl* cI(qj). 

Moreover 

E, E I(oJ n 2Z(wJ implies A fz 1,. 

PROOF: Let 3, EI(coJ. It foilows that 

A(&1 -&O,O)+(l -J.)(O,O, -A,1 ++E&. 

Thus 

(A2, A - A2, -A+A2, 1 -P)EP, 

yielding 

(A2+ 1 -PJ-P, -A-tP)E& 

so A-A2E&‘. 
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For thesamereasons(-J)-(-A)2EId, thus A-L2-(-L-(-A)*)=2AEId. 
Moreover, I E Id yields A, - J. E wd, hence A. E I(oJ. Now, if A E I(wJ and 

A = 2r, for TE H(u~), it follows that 21r~ Id, hence A2 E Id, and thus L = J2 + 
+A--A2EI~. 

2.5. LEMMA: Let d”,d1,d2 ,... be an (affine) simplices series with idem- 
potent associated interval UA. Then 
(i) 1 c WA implies A( 1 - 1) E IA, 
(ii) (Jo, . *., A,) f d” implies n&~ Id for all if j. 

PROOF: (i) If L E wd, both (0, - A( 1 - A), 1+ A(1 - A)) and (A2, 0, 1 - A2) are 
elements of A2. Hence L(O, - A( 1 - A), I+ A( 1 - A)) + (I- A)Q2, 0, 1 - A*) E A2. 
Thus n2( 1 - A) E 1, and for the same reasons A( 1 - 1)2 E I’. We obtain A - i1* = 
=A2(1 ++A(1 -n)‘dA. 

(ii) Suppose (& . . . . 1,) Ed”, Then (&, S, 1 - (&+ S))E 4* for all i#j, and 
consequently 

lli(A.i, Aj, 1 - (Ai + Aj)) + (1 - LJ( 1,090) E 4*. 

Thus (1 + Af - Ai, AiLj, - AiJj - (A: - Ai)) E d2 and She $ - Ai E IA it follows that 
(19liAj9 -Ai01j)EA2* 

2.6. Using the above lemma we see that LY consists of vectors, the coordi- 
nates of which form a system of orthogonal idempotents modulo the ideal 1,. 

In the following lemma we show that any such system forms a tuple be- 
longing to the series involved. 

2.7. LEMMA: Ifd0,&L12 ,... is an (affine) simplices series and ~r)~ is idem- 
potent, the following statements hold: 
(i) If /lo, . . . . An E WA and AiAj E I(mA), for i # j, then C Ai E 04. 

(ii) If lo, . . . . &EaA and 1 &= I, ,++Id, for i#j, then (&, . . ..&)~d”. 

PROOF: (i) For n=l, notice that 1,+1, =jEoa 1 +(l -jlo)ll+Aoll. Thus 
&+I1 Ecud +I(w&qj. 

Now assume Ao, . . ., An are as in the premise of (i). Then A,-,, . . ., A,- 1 are such, 
as are (A,+ . . . +Anml),A,,. Now applycasen=l. 

(ii) Again, we proceed by induction. 
For n = 1, it is evidently true. 
Suppose & . + ., An + I are as in the premisse of (ii). Then lo, . . . . A,,- 1 are ortho- 

gonal modulo IA and thus also orthogonal modulo I(od). 
According to (i) C 7:; llj E od. Hence { &, . . ..Lnel.l- Cy:i&]isasystemof 

orthogonal (modulo 1,) elements in md summing up to 1. 
By induction hypothesis it follows that 
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To finish the proof, note that 

and that 

2.8. THEOREM: Let d”,d1,d2 ,... be an (affine) simplices series with idem- 
potent associated interval. Then we have 

d”={lER”+ll C Ai=l, AiEOd, AjAjEEA (i#j)). 

The proof consists of the combination of the preceding lemmas. 

2.9. REMARK: Notice that for an interval cucR and an ideal I satisfying 
21(o) cIcI((o) the sequence do, d l, d2, . . . defined by 

Ll”={IIEz(0)“+l 1 C lli= 1, AjELC), AjAjeEI) 

constitutes a simplices series. However, it need not be a series with associated 
interval w: the condition 

is not always satisfied. 
Therefore, in general, a 1 - 1 correspondence between ideals I with TIC 

COCK and simplices series with associated interval w is not available. 
We close this section with mentioning a very useful representation theorem 

for affine simplices series over rings in X 

2.10. THEOREM: (A. Szendrei): If 40,41,42,.*. is an (affine) simplices 
series over a ring R E Y there exists a class 9 of mutually prime ideals in the ring 
iZ(o,J such that 

An = n A;, for each n 10, 
IF1 

where d? is the n-simplex {A E Z(o,) 1 C Ai = 1, all but one iii E I}. 

PROOF: See [4]. 

2.11. Let us emphasize again that theorems 2.8 and 2.10 provide the 
answers to questions A *, B* and C* of the introduction. Especially in cases 
where R is a principal ring and the number of idempotents mod I(wJ, as well as 
the number of ideals I satisfying 21(od) cIcl((od), is finite, the description of 
the series involved (and hence of the algebras) is quite elegant (see also [l]). 

Another feature concerning affine simplices series is useful also: any finitely 
generated series is single-generated. 
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This can be seen using the fact that the series generated by (&, . . ., 1,) and 
(A . . .,p,,J coincides with the series generated by 

(J&l9 -.&4,44~03-9PA -.rllrn~0, . ..A?7hJ 

(by compression, see 2.2 of [2]). 

3. A DECISION METHOD FOR d(X) 

3.1. The algebra d(X) generated by the convex weight function Xx0+ 
+ (1 -X)x, consists of forms 

PoW)Xo -4” - ** +P,(X)xn; Pi(X) E au; CL Pi(X) = Kv. 
To provide a decision method for d(X) means (in terms of simplices series) to 
be able to decide whether a given n -t I-tuple (PO(X), . . ..p.(X)) is an element of 
the n-simplex of the series generated by (X, 1 -X). 

First we investigate case n = 1. A tuple (p(X), 1 -p(X)) is an element of the 
l-simplex of the series generated by (X, 1 -X) if p(X) is an element of the 
interval generated by X in H[X]. This interval will be denoted by w(X). 

3.2. In section 4 of [2] it is shown that w(X) consists of the polynomials 

zy!O A,XNPi(l -X)j, AjEh, OSAjS N 
0 j 

, NkO. 

3.3. However, expressions as 3.2 may yield polynomials of degree less than 
N. Hence, although being a combinatorial description of U(X), 3.2 does not 
provide a decision procedure. We shall eliminate this problem, using analytic 
properties of the ring of polynomials with real coefficients. 

3.4. LEMMA: Let p(X) = Cz,-, aiX’; a;E Z!. Then p(X) E a(X) iff there 
exists a natural number N such that for any j (01j1 N): 

PROOF: For fixed NI m, a polynomial p(X) = CyEO aiX’ can be written 
(uniquely) as C,“= e AI@)XN-j( 1 - X)j. 

It is left to the reader to verify that in this case 

(*) Ay)= CEO a. I 

Now, the proof of the lemma follows by applying 3.2. 

3.5. Let R(X) be the set of polynomials p(X) satisfying 

(*I P(X) EWU; {P(O),PU)) c (91 I, andfor all 
r~ IR: O<rc 1 impfies O<p(r)< 1. 
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It is easily checked that R(X) U (O(X), l(X)} is an interval in Z[X] which in- 
cludes X, and hence includes m(X). It is our aim to show equality. 

3.6. First, we observe that for large N 

(*) (Ny),(N)=N$y- +; 1:: yy 
-- 

N N 

“behaves” like (N-j/N)‘, and hence the conditions 

from lemma 3.4 may be read as 0 ~p( 1 - (j/N)) 5 1, which is a strong indication 
towards our claim w(X) =R(X), since N may be chosen arbitrarily large. 

To eliminate difficulties appearing at the boundary points 0 and I we need to 
go into detail. 

3.7. LEMMA: Let p(X) = cgO ajx’; 

pN(x)= CEOai 

x(x-;)...(x-g 

(l-$.(1-$) - 

If p’])(O) =&‘)(O) = . . . =p@)(O) and p(‘)(l) = . . . =p@)(l) = 0 we have 

PN(;) = -*a =PN(;) ‘PN(o) 

and 

pN(I- +...=p+ $)=PdIL 

(Here, fik)(a) = ((dk/dXk) PW)X=J. 

PROOF: If p(‘)(O) = i!ai = 0 for i= 1, . . ..s it follows that 

PdX)=a0+ CL+I ai 

x(x-+)...(x-$) 

(I- $) . . . (l- 5) * 

Hence 

x(x- +> . . . (x- s> 
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is a factor of pN(X) -ao, thus 

pN($ = . . . =PN(;)=PN(o)=5. 
Now, the mapping I,: p-+pN assigns to p the unique polynomial pN of degree 
urn with the property 

(1) pN($) =AgLj/(N) (j=O, .*.,N) 

(see 3.4 (k) and 3.6 (*)). 
For a polynomial p(X), let p’(X) =p(l -X). Using (l), we see that 1’ and - 

commute (because A,oj’ =A%- j). 

Now, if p(‘)(l) = . . . =p(‘)( 1) = 0 it follows that @(l)(O) = . . . =fl)(O) = 0 and 
hence, by the first part of the proof 

Since IN and - commute we obtain finally 

pN(1 -$)=...=P,(l -+)=P,(l). 
3.8. LEMMA: If p(X) = C CI~X’ER(X) then there exists Nsuch that pN(X) 

(as defined in 3.7) satisfies: 

OlpN 
0 
$ 11 for all OlklN. 

PROOF: Suppose p(X) E R(X) and assume that p(l)(X) has an s-fold zero in 0 
and an r-fold zero in 1 (r and s may happen to be 0). Let E > 0 be such that it 
separates the distinct zeros of p(‘)(X) and 0 and 1 (i.e. if al, . . ., ak are all distinct 
(complex) zeros #O,l of p(l)(X) then (zl I~-Q~[<E), {zl IZ~CE} and 
bl k-11 I <E are disjoint sets). Since pN(X) converges to p(X), pf$(X) 
converges to p(*)(X) and zeros of p$)(X) converge to zeros of p(‘)(X). 

Hence an Nr may be chosen such that for all NZ N, there are at most s zeros 
of p$)(X) in [ - E, E] and at most r of them in [I - E, 1 + E]. 

Moreover, Nt can be taken such that s/N1 c E and r/N1 CE. Again, since 
pN(X) converges to p(X), and since 0 <p(a) c 1 for Q! E [E, 1 - E], there exists NZ 
such that, for NZ Nz and all (r E [E, 1 -E]: 0 <pdtr) < 1. 

Now, let NIN, and N?Nz. Lemma 3.7 shows that 

and 

and hence p$&X) has s zeros in [0,&N] and r zeros in [I - (r/N), 11. 
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Since at most s zeros appear in [ - e, E] it follows that &j(X) has no zeros in 
[s/N, E]. By similar reasoning, no zeros of &l(X) appear in (1 - E, 1 -(r/N)). 
We conclude that pdX) is monotonic on [s/N, E] and on [1 - e, I- (r/N)]. 
Consequently, since 

Pff 
0 

+ =P(O)E lOA 

and 

p, 
( > 

I- fq =P(l)E (4 1) 

it shows that OspN(a) I 1 for all s/N5 CYI 1 - (r/N). Moreover, 

PdO)=Prv jq - ( ‘)-.*.=pN(;) 

and 

PNw=PN ( I)-...=p,(l- ;) l- F - 

and the statement of the lemma follows. 

3.9. Now, the combination of the lemmas 3.4,3.7 and 3.8 shows equality of 
U(X) and R(X), as may easily be verified. The use of analytic methods in the 
proof of 3.8 might be hard to avoid. To advocate this opinion consider the 
polynomial (2X2 - l)2. 

This polynomial maps the rational inner points of (0, I] on such points. 
However, it has a root fi and therefore is not a member of w(X). 

3.10. Note that the equality o(X) = R(X) provides a decision method for 
w(X), since by Sturm’s theorem the number of roots between 0 and 1 of both 
p(X) and 1 -p(X) can effectively be calculated. 

3.1 I. Finally, we discuss the algebra J+‘(X) again. So far, we have shown 
that po(X)xo + . . . +p,(X)x,, E d(X) implies pi(X) E w(X) = R(X) and C pi(X) = 
= l(X). In the next theorem we show the sufficiency of this condition. 

3.12. THEOREM: The algebra -(s(X) generated by the convex weight 
function Xx0 + (1 - X)x, consists precisely of the forms po(X)xo + . . . +p,(X)x, 
satisfying both 
0) PiCx) E H[Xl; C Pi(X) = l(X) 
(ii) pi(X) E {O(X), 1 (X)} or for all rE R: 0 < r < 1 implies 0 <pi(r) < 1, 

PROOF: The one thing left to prove is that for any n +- I-tuple 
Q+(X), . . .,p,(X)) with C p;(X) = l(X) and pi(X) E U(X) the form po(X)xo + 
+ . . . +p,(X)x, is indeed an element of d(X). According to theorem 3.1 of [2] it 
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suffices to show that there exist non-negative integers Af and N with 

t*t) pi(X)= C;“=,, A;X’(l -X)N-l; C;z’=o A;= 7 
0 

. 

Since pi(X) E CD(X) it follows from 3.2 that 

pi(X) = C 2, A(X’( 1 - X)Ni-’ 

for some Nj and Af with 

In fact, the Ni’s may be assumed to be equaI (see 1.6 page 58 of [l]). 
Thus pi(X) = CEO AiX’(l - XjN-’ whence 

Cy=opi(X)= I;“=, Cy=o AfX’(l-X)N-‘a 

Since 

l(X) = CEO N 
0 I X’(1 -X)N-1 

and since (for fixed N) the representation of a polynomial C ctjXi(l - X)N-’ in 
this form is unique we obtain 

c;=,A;= “: 
0 

which finishes the proof. 
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